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Usage 

Begin by positioning bike in repair stand or lean bike against wall. Ensure drivetrain can be back-

pedaled and that lower section of chain is horizontal with ground to minimize spilling.  
 

1. Holding the Chain Pig’s lower body in one hand, push both closure buttons (eyes) inward with thumb and 

middle finger of your other hand and lift to remove the upper body as shown. 
 

2. Attach Chain Pig around lower section of chain, then slide backwards to position hook around lower 

derailleur pulley axle as shown. Ensure hook is positioned inside derailleur cage next to outer surface of 

chain as shown. 
 

3. Fill with degreaser up to fill line (approximately 1fl-oz or 30mL).  
 

4. Pedal the drivetrain backwards 20-30 revolutions. See tips below if drivetrain won’t turn smoothly. 
 

5. Remove Chain Pig from the bike and rinse the Chain Pig with water. Squeeze all fluid from foam wiper. 
 

6. Repeat steps 2-5 using water instead of degreaser to rinse degreaser and grime from the chain. 
 

7. Wipe water from chain using rag or cloth. Let chain fully dry and then apply chain lube. 
 

Tips 
• Some derailleurs with weak cage springs may not allow hands-free use. In these cases we suggest holding 

the derailleur cage to prevent it from swinging forward, or holding Chain Pig in place during use. Gear 

selection may also contribute to drag. Choose a gear with the most direct chain line for best results. 

• For use on bikes without derailleurs, like those with single-speed or internally geared drivetrains, we 

suggest removing the derailleur hook and holding the Chain Pig in place during use with your free hand. 

• “Pig Guts” rebuild kits available. Visit pedros.com for details. 

• Clean your cogs, chainrings, and derailleur pulleys using a drivetrain brush, like Pedro’s Toothbrush. 

• Rinse out your Chain Pig with water after each. Do not store fluid in your Chain Pig. 

• Please dispose of used cleaning fluid responsibly. 

 
 

Part List 
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Supplies and Setup 
 

•Pedro’s Degreaser 

•Water 

 

 

 

•Clean Rag or Towel 

•Chain Lube 

 

 

 

•Floor Protection (Optional)  

•Repair Stand (Optional) 


